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at se since 1933
Good
Luck
Enrollment for 2016 stands at 905 freshmen
Sam Kettering
Original goal was 950 students, but Enrollment recently
changed its goal to 925
"We are not at that




Office's enrollment goal for the
class of 2015 is 925 freshman
We are not at that goal of 950 accepted




remember those who have
died in foreign conflict
ROTC teamed with RHA to sponsor the first ever Memorial Day remembrance on








Marilyn Price: My role right
now - it's different than it used to
be- right now I teach in the Health
I Assessment course in the clinical
\ performance lab up in James Tower.
/ I teach Health Assessment, which is
one of the first courses in Nursing
| where students learn to examine
I patients. They learn how to listen
I to heart sounds and lung sounds
j and evaluate how the person is
i health wise, as well as they learn
S how to do a family assessment and
j they learn how to do a community
assessment.
I also am in charge of market-
I ing and recruiting for the College
j ofNursing, so I go out
to a lot of places in
the area - you know,
Seattle U Choir to
drop new album
Colleen Fontana
Though the recording pro-
cess has proven difficult,
spirits are high
Staff Writer
Though she's been hearing the
request for years, Joy Sherman
didn't decide until this year that
it was time for another CD. The
Seattle University director ofchoral
being the 20th year of choir un-
der her direction, to create the first
choir CD in over ten years.
"This has been a dream for
years," said Lee Peterson, assistant
director ofchoral music. "When I
started working with the
choirs in '99 we still had
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sions. "We're still working to hit
that 925, but right now, we're at
about 905 [freshmen]."
Nielsen estimated thatthe Admissions office
received around 6,300 applications.
"We did experience a bit of growth in the
number ofapplications," she said.
Seattle U's out-of-state enrollment contin-
ued to rise as well. Out-of-state students com-
prise about 56 percent of the incoming fresh-
man class. The majority ofout-of-state students
come from California, followedby Oregon and
Hawaii. The numbers reflect where the uni-
versity's out-of-state students usually originate




Director, Student Financial Services
The incoming freshman class has already
begun to impact Seattle U.
The Summer in Seattle orientation sessions
beginning on July 11 and July 14 have already
been filled to capacity. New Student and Family
Programs plan the summer orientations for in-
coming freshmen.
We did experience a bit




"We coordinate all the activities and pro-
grams for incoming first year students," said
Laurie Prince, the director ofNew Student and
Family Programs. "Primarily we're about first-
year students transition to Seattle U."
Typically around 85 percent of the incom-
ing freshman class will attend the summer ori-
entations taking place on campus. Depending
on how many students from Hawaii enroll at
Seatde U, anywhere between 5 and 7 percent
of the incoming freshman class usually par-
ticipates in the summer orientation offered
in Honolulu. International students do not
usually attend a summer orientation session,
according to Prince.
Class size has a clear impact on how New
Student and Family Programs operates.
"A big class, like die class of2014, makes
for larger orientation sessions," Prince said.
"It stretches our facilities, it makes us try to
add more faculty and staffwho we work widi
during dieprogram, we hire more orientation
aides."
New Student and Family Programs requires
incomingfreshmen who didnot attend a sum-
mer orientation session to participate in one of
die New Student Immersionprograms the uni-
versity offers shordy before the school year be-
gins. New Student Immersions give incoming
first-year students die chance to participate in
an activity, like a scavenger hunt around Seatde,
widi their new classmates.
"They can also get some of tiieir questions
answered," Prince said.
Typically, about 25 percent ofthe incoming
freshman class participates in a New Student
Immersion program. Both out of state and in
state students attendNew Student Immersions.
Class size also effect student employment
numbers as well. It is impossible to predict
how many ofdie incoming freshmen will find
employment oncampus. Evenat the end ofdie
2011-2012 school year, it would be very diffi-
cult to figure out how many freshmen worked
for Seatde U throughout the year.
"There is no field [on the Student
Employment Action Form] wherewe ask what
your academic standing is," said Rita Lin, pay-
roll manager.
• A number of students from the class of
2015 will likely receive merit-based scholar-
A big class, like the class
of 2014 ... stretches
our facilities.
Laurie Prince
New Student and Family Programs
ships, however.
Student Financial Services awards merit-
based scholarships to new full-time students
who meet certain academic standards. Based
upon factors like high school grade point aver-
age, incoming freshmen might receive one of
four merit-based scholarships.
"Ifthey qualify for admissions, they're usual-
ly eligible for a scholarship," said JanetCantelon,
director ofStudent Financial Services.
Around 98.5 percent of students from the
class of 2014 received some form of financial
aid. Cantelon estimated that a similar percent-
age of incoming freshmen will receive some sort
offinancial aid as well.





Frosh count less than 2014 class,
early logistical impact felt across campus
BECU MEMBERS, left loright:
CayUighT, Edmonds; Bu. sJK I Vta.
AS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT CREDIT UNION, 94 ""^
we reinvest and return our earnings to m J\ | eL--*"
members in the form ofbetter rates and lower fees. j*
That's why BECU can offer a great rate on private
student loans along with no origination fee. We put the / m
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for people who are interested in
the health profession and I let
them know about , particularly
about our graduate school program ofnurs-
ing, but I also recruit and talk to people who
are interested in coming into our bachelor of
science in nursing program too. So it's pretty
fun, I like doingit because I love our program
so it's easy for me to talk about it.
RC: You mentioned that this wasn't what
you used to do?
MP: For the last three years I've only
worked 60 percent time so I'm part-time
right now but prior to that I worked full-
timefor a long time. I've taught a number of
courses since I've been here. I used to teach
medical-surgical nursing, which is a clinical
course where students were working with
ill adults in the hospital and so I supervised
those students. And then I taught a begin-
ning nursing skills course with students in a
long-term care setting. And then for a long
time I taught the seniors in their very last
clinical course which is called transition to
professional nursing so it helps students get
ready to graduate and to feel confidentand
With my mom's
encouragement I went and
got my bachelors degree.
Marilyn Price
School of Nursing
competent in their nursing skills. It's a heavy
clinical course so the students are working
in —usually in a hospital setting — from 20
to 24 hours a week and they're working with
skilled nurse preceptors. And then I taught
geriatric nursing, so I've done a lot ofthings
through my career here at Seattle U.
Mostly I have taught lab courses and clini-
cal courses rather than classroom courses and
that's what I always wanted to do and so I
was fortunate that they always needed me to
do that, so I was really lucky.
RC: Why did you become a nurse?
MP: Oh my. First ofall, I graduated from
nursing school in 1962, that's a very long
time ago (laughs), but I became a nurse be-
cause my mother was a nurse and I used to
love to hear my mother's stories. She always
worked full-time so she always had great sto-
ries about nursing and so I knew that was
something that I really wanted to do and I re-
ally admired and respected my mom, she was
a very accomplished person. So I really never
truly wanted to be anything else. I actually
went to nursing school the same place that
my mother went and that was kinda cool.
That was a diploma program, it was a
three year hospital based program, and I
knew I wanted a Bachelor's degree. With
my mom's encouragement, I went and got
my bachelor's degreeright after I received my
diploma in nursing. That took me two and a
half more years, and that's when I was intro-
duced to Jesuit education. I'm from Illinois
originally and I went to St. Louis University
for my bachelor's degree, and then I was
hooked. Many years later, when we moved
to Seattle and I interviewed here at Seattle
University, it felt like I was coming home.
It felt very comfortable to me, it was similar
to St. Louis University and I just felt very
fortunate that the dean who was dean at the
time — Dr. Eileen Ridgway - she knew when
she interviewed me that I was going to be a
fit here at Seattle U. She didn't really have a
job for me, there weren't any openings at the
time, but she made one for me which was
wonderful because I've been here since then.
I've been here 38 years.
RC: What, in your opinion, have been
some of the more significant changes at
Seattle U in your 38 years?
MP: One of the main things, it's more
financially healthy. There was a time back
in the 70s when it almost went under. It
was great that when Father Sullivan came
here he got the finances in order so we knew
were going to have jobs the next year. That
was significant, and all the building that's
gone on here. When I first came to Seattle
U my office was in Marion Hall, which no
longer exists, and that building used to be
where the fountain is now. It was a truly ugly
building, it was an old apartment building.
That was one really positive change, tearing
down some of the old buildings and building
new ones. So I think just the physical place
ofSeattle University is much more beautiful
than it used to be.
I've been here through a couple cores now,
I was here when they put the previous core
in and that was a positive thing and the new
core I think looks pretty good. I think it will
work for nursing very well so we're happy
about that.
I love that we have the Chapel of St.
Ignatius, I think that's a really important
addition to this campus and that was very
positive.
And I love the College of Nursing — or
do you just want me to talk about Seattle U?
RC: Oh, no. You can talk about the
College of Nursing
MP: Really positive changes in the
College of Nursing are we have our won-
derful clinical performance lab over in the
James Tower, which is a really wonderful
state-of-the-art lab for our students and the
students, I think, have the opportunity to
have really good experiences therebefore they
go into the clinical setting. I think we have a
very good curriculum and we have wonder-
ful students.
The students are a lot smarter than they
used to be, because we're much more selective
about who we take in. We have really good
students, almost without exception. It's really
a pleasure to teach the students that we get
in nursing because you know, for the most
part, they're highly motivatedand they want
to do well and because they want to be good
nurses so they know it's important that they
learn as much as they can.
Another really positive change in the
College of Nursing is that we now have a
graduate program and in Fall of2012 we are
going to start a doctoral program in nursing
and that's a really positive move.
RC: What has stayed the same?
MP: I think the underlying Jesuit values
and mission. That's been a constant and that's
important. I think what's also stayed the
same, particularly in the College of Nursing,
is that people always strive for excellence and
I think that's stayed the same as well as how
much our graduates are valued in the com-
munity. I think that's stayed the same too and
that makes me happy.
RC: What is the most rewarding thing
I think the underlying
Jesuit values and mission.




about teaching your students?
MP: Well, I guess the most rewarding
thing is seeing them after they graduate and
seeing them working in the community
as nurses. Because I always taught clinical
courses, I was out in the hospitals with my
students or in long-term care and I would
see our graduates and I was just proud to
have been a part ofteaching them because I
think that nurses really contribute something
to society and it just makes me proud when
I see how good they are. And that's true, I'm
not just sugar-coating that. I really do think
our grads achieve some remarkable things so
I am proud of them.
RC: Where have some of your graduates
ended up?
MP: All over the world, but you know,
they're in most of the hospitals in this area. So
all the medical centers have them, The nurse
recruiter at Harborview tells me she loves to
hire Seattle U grads and I believe that and I
know the University ofWashington Medical
Center likes to hire our grads and Swedish
and Virginia Mason, graduates are employed
in all the local medical centers as well as out
in the community. You know, in the pub-
lic health department, in various home care
agencies, to in a variety ofplaces particularly
where people who are more vulnerable are
likely to be. So, in some of the community
clinics where there are low income people
that go there, a number of our grads will be
found there and that's great.
A fair number are in the Army, because we
have the Army ROTC program, so there will
be a fair number who will be working over-
seas or around the country or in Germany
Every once in awhile I'll get an email from
someone who was a former studentand say
'Oh do you remember me? I'm in such-and-
such a place working.' That's always great, to
hear about what they're doing. Most of the
time they will say that they're really glad that
they came to Seattle U for their education.
RC: And the fact that they come back
and tell you too.
MP: (nods) Yeah, that's really cool. A
number of students every year will ask me
to write them letters of recommendation
for graduate school and some of them I
won't have seen for awhile, but mostly I'll
remember them— Not every single student,
but most students I remember. I can remem-
ber what to say about them if I have to write
a letter of recommendation for them.
RC: What have you learned from
your students?
MP: (chuckles) I guess I've learned patience
-1 think I was more patient with my students
than I was with my own kids. And I have
learned to see things in different ways than
I might have ordinarily, originally thought
about seeing something. The more people
you are exposed to, the more you learn about
how differentpeople are fromeach other. They
make me laugh a lot of times, and that's great,
(pauses) That's a hard question to answer just
cold, I'd have to thinkabout that one for a bit.
To see the rest of the interview with
Marilyn Price, visit our website at
www.su-spectator. com/news
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Marilyn Price has played many roles at the nursing school during her 38 year tenure including academic adviser and professor.
June 1, 2011 su-spectator.com/news
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Nursing professor retires after 38 years tenure,
reflects on lessons learned and taught
Many gamers unscathed by PlayStation hack
Despite a month's worth of media attention, gamers at
Seattle U report not falling victim to system hack
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
PlayStation gamers were pleas-
antly surprised this past Saturday
after Sony restored functionality
to the PlayStation Network (PSN)
about one week earlier than ex-
pected. For PlayStation 3 users,
online gaming has been on pause
since April 20, when Sony shut
down the network in response to a
It could be the case
that other Anons have
acted by themselves.
"Anonymous"
large-scale data theft that occurred
on April 19.
The network hack caused a me-
dia frenzy over the last month, as it
was reported that names, addresses
and possibly credit card numbers
were stolen from Sony's servers, but
for two Seattle University gamers
the panic portrayed by the media
was virtually nonexistent.
"It's really just been downtime
[from online game play]. All the
implications are on the com-
pany level," Jacob Lowry, senior
and president of Video Gamers'
Alliance (VGA).
"It's mainly been a joke between
me and my friends," said Nick
Oen, juniorand secretary ofVGA.
Joking aside, Oen did concede
that, "The fact that this whole
Sony network thing made such a
big splash in media ... shows that
there's a large audience that games
and [gaming] is a bigger thing than
people tend to think it is."
Sony even delayed the restora-
tion of the PlayStation Network
for almost one month in order to
investigate the situationand reform
security measures. The hack could
serve as a warning to other compa-
nies that handle customer informa-
tion online.
"I wonderif any other company
is gonna say 'Oh, this could hap-
pen to something big like Sony,
should we beef up our security?'
and I hope they do," Lowry said.
"I kept thinking about 'Live Free
People are making a
whole big deal out of




or Die Hard,'" he said, laughing at
the comparison.
In "Live Free or Die Hard," an
organized internet terrorist orga-
nization threatens to hack federal
government systems. In the real
world, a loosely gathered Internet
activist group called "Anonymous"





is popularly held responsible for
hacking the PlayStation Network.
The core administrators of
"Anonymous" posted a press re-
lease on their website titled "For
Once We Didn't Do It," disown-
ing responsibility for the hack but
also suggested that "it could be the
case that otherAnons have acted by
themselves."
"Halfof them are like, 'It wasn't
us!' and the other half are like, 'No!
It totally was!"' Lowry commented.
There have been no actual re-
ports ofidentity theft or suspicious
credit card activity since the hack,
but Lowry and Oen explained that
the "hacktivists" are more about
making a statement rather than
making money. Earlier this month,
Anonymous hacked PlayStation,
com in protest of a lawsuit Sony
filed against two Play Station 3
owners that released and distrib-
uted code allowing users to install
non-Sony software on theirPS3s.
"People are making a really big
deal out of it when not a whole
lot has happened to the common
gamer," Oen said.
In fact, the whole PlayStation
debacle didn't stop these gam-
ers from doing what they love
- gaming.
"Time to pull out Starcraft 2,"
Lowry said and shrugged.
"I switched to my Xbox," Oen
said.
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Catholicism exists outside of labels at Seattle U
Anonymous letter sent to The Spectator and Campus
Ministry raises issues of conservative Catholics at SU
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
An issue that is under perpetual
discussion at Seattle University is
whether or not the university is
"Catholic enough."
But this question of "Catholic
enough" gets in the way of discussing
the wide range ofCatholic expression
on campus, according to Fr. Mike
Bayard, S.J.. Much of the discussion
about religion on campus seems to
pit so-called liberal and conserva-
tive Catholics against each other but
Bayard finds theselabels tobe limiting.
"It can be helpful to be generous
with what we mean in the labels we
use because they can oftenbe divisive,"
said Bayard. "I'm not sure we all agree
on what it means [for example] to be
progressive."
A recent letter sent from an anon-
ymous student to The Spectator and
CampusMinistry addressed concerns
that Seattle U has not been serving its
conservative Catholic community.
This comes in the wake of the uni-
versity also receiving criticism from
the conservative group the Cardinal
Newman Society and various blog-
gers for a dragshow hosted on campus
and because some nursing students
had previously interned with Planned
Parenthood. Bayard said he has heard
these concerns about conservatism
before but it has been awhile.
"Are you serving conservative
Catholics?' I want to ask, what do
you mean instead ofanswering that
question," said Marilyn Nash, campus
minister for Ignatian spirituality.
Bayard says he hopes Campus
Ministry can be a welcoming organi-
zation for students all along the liberal
to conservative spectrum. However, it
seems to Nash and Bayard that often
when students use these terms to de-
scribe themselves, others assume they
believe one thingor the otherwhen this
is not always the case. Categorization
gets in the way ofconversation.
"Ifwe back awayfromthese terms,
it creates a space for productive dia-
logue," Bayard said.
In serving student needs on cam-
pus, Campus Ministry largely relies on
students to express these needs. For ex-
ample, aTuesday prayernight was cre-
ated this year after students expressed
interest in organizing time for Taize
prayer orsaying the Rosary together.
Dominic Micco is a regular
attendant of the Tuesday prayer ser-
vice and is the president of College
Republicans.
"When Iexpress my beliefsI am a
Catholic who is loyal to the Vatican,"
he said in defining whether or not
he identifies with the conservative
Cadiolic community.
"[Recendy], Campus Ministry has
been doing a good job," said Micco.
He believes offering traditional
prayer services is a step in the right
direction for Campus Ministry and
he hopes campus administrators will
be more involved withpublic demon-
strations of the institutions Catholic
identity.
"Ifyou walked around on campus,
aside from the few crosses you see,
how could you tell we're Catholic or
Christian even?" Micco asked.
Nash says she self-identifies as a
more traditional Catholic but she
shares some values that couldbe called
progressive. Because students often
self-label their religious expression or
are labeled by others, she is interested
in seeing how thatlives itselfout. Nash
emphasizes that the Catholic Church
is a big church and there is room for
multiple kinds of expression offaith.
It's about being healthy in differ-
ence and figuring out how to be lov-
ing even ifmemberswithin the church
disagree.
"You can't say [Catholicism] is 'A'
or it's '8. , ... Life is so gray, you can't
just put it out there and say it's one
way for all people when each person
is holy and sacred," Nash said. "What
the church teaches has to meet a per-
son where they're at."
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/newsnewsadfafd4
Bio prof pioneers study in human brain research
John Beaton
Many people have a general understand-
ing that thebrain can control the very signals
that it transmits.This intuitively makes sense
given the fact that the brain is, ofcourse, "the
decider." But what many people don't know,
and even fewer understand, is how the brain
controls other organs in the body.
This biological puzzle is essentially what
Cheryl Wotus, assistant professor ofbiology
in the College ofScience and Engineering, is
studying. More specifically, Wotus is study-
ing how the brain controls the daily, or cir-
cadian, rhythm ofcorticosterone, a hormone
secreted by the adrenal glands.
Ever since her undergraduate studies at
the University ofMassachusetts at Amherst,
Wotus has been interested in the brain and
behavior. Originally she wanted to be an
Staff Writer
Wotus received a $52,00.0
grant for her work in
neuroendocrinology.
ecologist, but during her doctoral work at the
University of Minnesota she became more
involved and interested in neuroendocrinol-
ogy, the study of how the brain controls the
production ofhormones.
Recently, Wotus was awarded a $52,000
Life Sciences grant from the Murdock
CharitableTrust organization. This grant will
help Wotus, and the scientific community in
general, better understand the factors that
control corticosterone rhythms. To under-
stand how the system works normally, she
will investigate what happens when the sys-
tem becomes disrupted or desynchronized.
How does one become "desynchronized?"
Professor Wotus explains that it is far easier
than one might think. The effects of jetlag
are a classic example ofone's body becoming
desynchronized; the time, or day/night cycle,
is different than the cycle of the place that
you have traveled from. This creates a "tug-
of-war" in your body in which your brain
is trying to maintain one's body's normal,
or endogenous, rhythm, while at the same
time trying to adjust to the altered external
environment.
The model that Wotus is using is essen-
tially mimicking the effects of jetlag on rats.
Wotus studies the way
light exposure alters
sleep patterns in rats.
But instead of dropping all of that grant
money on transnational flights, Wotus is
merely altering the amount of time the rats
are exposed to light. This manipulation is
intended to desynchronize the rats in an ef-
fort to study how the part of the brain that
responds to light cycles and the part that
keeps internal time each contribute to the
normal corticosterone rhythm.
Her findings have pointed to the fact that
when the circadian rhythm is thrown out of
whack the adrenal glands' responsiveness to
signals in diebrain is amplified in response
to light. The mechanism for how this works
isn't understood yet, but Wotus hopes to fig-
ure that out.
The implications of her findings are im-
portant considering how often our own bod-
ies become desynchronized, and thepotential
health problems associated with that. For
example, there are links between desynchro-
ny, the level of corticosterone in the blood
and obesity.
The complexity of this project is obvious,
but so to are the implications ofits findings.
In a world where people no longer sleep at
dusk and rise at dawn the need to understand
the effects of disrupting circadian rhythms
on our health seems more relevant than ever.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Cheryl Wotus will be using her grant money to study theaffect of light exposure on the
sleep cycle of rats.
Celebrating 75 years of Filipino community
United Filipino Club marks milestone while edging closer
to centennial level of history
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer ■
The gala thrown by the United
Filipino Club (UFC) on May
28 celebrated far more than the
club's 75-year presence on Seattle
University's campus. Students,
alumni, faculty and staff gathered
together to honor the members of
the UFC who proceeded themand
to pay homage to their hard work.
"There's a quote that I live by,
that I learned this past year," said
Jedrik Viray, the UFC's president
for the 2011-2012 school year. "It
goes, 'We stand strong on the backs
of those who came before us.'"
"This event is recognizing 75
years of Filipino-American pres-
ence on the Seattle University
campus," added Brandon Bruan,
a UFC alumni who graduated in
2008. "This type of event is really
solidifying, showing, how [current
UFC members] are learning from
past generations to improve the
future."
At the gala, a wall decorated
with newspaper clippings and
pictures chronicled the UFC's long
history at Seattle U.
Five students founded the
Filipino Club in 1936 with a series
of civic-oriented goals: to encour-
age more contact between Fitipino
students at Seattle U, to help their
community whenever possible and
to grow in the Christian spirit of
"mutual cooperation and love."
By 1947 the group evolved into
the Pinoy Club, and in 1991 the
student union became the United
Being in the club






Although the name of the
student group changed during
its tenure at Seattle U, its com-
mitment to community outreach
never wavered. In 1954, the Pinoy
Club helped form the Philippine
United Filipino Organization with
the University of Washington's
Filunist Club. Decades later, in
1995, the UFC hosted its first
Barrio Fiesta, which took two years
to plan.
Ernest Pascua, the president
of the UFC in 1995, first became
interested in planning a major
cultural event when he attended
the Hui O Nani Hawaii's annual
Lu'au.
"I suggested we try to do some-
thing that reached that cultural
level," he said. Now the fiesta is
the UFC's largest event of the year.
"The Barrio Fiesta is like a legacy."
The UFC began planning the
anniversary gala after the 2011
Barrio Fiesta.
"We had to learn to work with
different departments on campus,"
said Erika Sanchez, the current
president of the UFC. The gala,
which served attendees dinner and
included two keynote speakers and
several cultural performances, took
about two months to plan, but the
preparations were worth it. "[The
gala] just shows how much an ef-
fect a club can have not juston an
individual but also on a school."
Many UFC members feel their




a whole person. ■
Ronilo Credito
UFC Adviser
them develop a better personal
understanding of their culture.
"It helped me discover my
Filipino roots in depth," Pascua
said.
"[The UFC] allows [its mem-
bers] to develop faster as a whole
person," said professor Ronilo
Credito, the UFC's outgoing fac-
ulty advisor. Credito was one of the
keynote speakers at the gala. "It de-
velops the wholeperson, and that's
basically whatSeattle U stands for."
The club also gave many of its
members a way to connect with the
Seattle U and local communities.
"Being in the club helps you
find a place, especially in the early
times of your college career," said
Diane Taguba, a 2005 Seattle U
graduate and former UFC presi-
dent. "A lot of people I was in-
volved with in the club, I'm still
close with."
In her keynote speech assis-
tant director of Alumni Relations
Leilani Balais, who works with the
club's almuni, reiterated the club's
commitment to civic work.
"Recapping the last 75 years,
I personally noticed a theme: for
Filipino students, it was always
about community," she said.
"Creating community, bringing
people together, sharing their
heritage with each other and
educating others."
Over the course of the next year
the UFC will host two more events
to commemorate its 75th anniver-
sary. The club will plan a social for
its alumni, and the celebration will
culminate in 2012 Barrio Fiesta.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
June 1,2011 news 5the spectator
Olivia Johnson
RHA members create event to
honor student veterans and active
duty military students
Editorial Assistant
For Residence Hall Association members
Katie Wieliczkiewicz and Karla Colburn,
Seattle University was sorely lacking in cel-
ebration ofa holiday most merely recognize
as a day offfrom classes or the weekend that
Sasquatch is held, not the holiday held to
commemorate U.S. soldiers who have died
in military service.
"There was a definite lack [of aware-
ness]," said Wieliczkiewicz, ASSU presi-
dent-elect. "We wanted to do something
to change that."
In celebration ofMemorialDay, she and
Colburn organized one ofthe first and only
officially sanctioned celebrations of the holi-
day at Seattle U, designed to honor what
they describe as "an often forgotten student
population at Seattle University: active serv-
ing, student veterans and students who have
fallen while serving in the military."
The event, held last Wednesday in the
Student Center, focused on a wreath-laying
ceremony, and also included poppy memo-
rials in all the residence halls.
The event began with a presenting of
the colors by ROTC and a recitation of the
Pledge of Allegiance by all those in atten-
dance. Fr. Mike Bayard, S.J. then blessed
the wreath, and in his blessing addressed
all those in the Seattle U community con-
nected to those in service, and their lasting
memory.
He spoke of Seattle U's Hall ofValor in-
ductees, and reminded those gathered that
those who serve are the ones "that make
us free."
Audrey Hudgins, assistant dean in the
College of Arts and Sciences and retired
lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army, then
spoke of the fallen soldiers from Seattle
U, including Ist Lt. Robert Bennedsen, a
2008 Seattle U graduate killed last July in
Afghanistan at age 25.
Hudgins reminded those in attendance
that it was not long ago that Bennedson had
been among the student population.
According to the Seattle Times,
Bennedson is the first Seattle U casualty
since seven graduates were killed in the
Vietnam War.
After Hudgins' remarks, the event
wrapped up with ROTC members retiring
the colors. RHA then invited those inspired





to create a poppy for friends or family that
have died in service. The poppy memorials
are present in each hall.
The history of poppy memorials began
after World War I and the publication of
Col. John McCrae's poem, "In Flanders
Field," which commemorated soldiers who
died on Flanders Field, between Belgium
and Northern France. The poem later be-
came the inspiration to create poppies for
fallen soldiers, in partnership with Veterans
of Foreign Wars.
RHA partnered with ROTC to hold the
event, and according to member Kathryn
Dizon, the group was "inspired by the
event," and hopes to help with future cel-
ebrations, though no previous events have
been held.
Wieliczkiewicz and Colburn hope that
this event is just the beginning of more to
come, and hope a tradition ofremembrance
at Seattle U of those who serve the country
began with this first event.
"Big traditions start small," Wieliczkiewicz
reminded the cadets who participated.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
Sy Bean | The Spectator
ROTC salutes the American flag during an RHA-sponsored Memorial Day celebration, last week. Student veterans and active duty military officers were honored for theirservice,
Landmine petition gets attention, students urged to sign
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
In 1982, young Tun Channareth was
a resistance soldier on the border between
Thailand and Cambodia. He was badly in-
jured when he stepped on a landmine, lead-
ing to the amputation ofboth his legs.
Eventually, Channareth found himself
making wheelchairs for other survivors of
Tun Channareth's legs
were irreparably damaged
after he stepped on an
active, leftover landmine.
landmine explosions, and soon became a
voice for a universal ban of the weapon.
The above story, paraphrased from the
website of the International Campaign
to Ban Landmines (ICBL), was inspiring
enough to lift Channareth to the global
stage when he accepted the Nobel Peace
Prize on behalf of the ICBL with four other
members of the organization's leadership
team. Channareth is also the founder of the
Cambodian Campaign to Ban Landmines.
In a March press release, Fr. Stephen
Sundborg S.J. expressed appreciation toward
Channareth for his commitment to "rid the
world of these insidious weapons." He added
that Channareth was an inspiration for stu-
dents in a university that aims to "empower
leaders for a just and humane world."
Channareth's story and tireless activism
were both factors in Seattle University's deci-
sion to award him widi an honorary doctoral
degree during the graduate commencement
ceremony on June 12.
Commencement, also, is going beyond
simply awarding Channareth a degree by ac-
tively promoting the signing ofICBL's peti-
tion to President Obama to ban landmines.
A link to sign the e-petition can be found on-
line via Seattle Us commencement webpage.
On the webpage, Seattle U notes that it is
"hoping to gather 1,000digital signatures by
Commencement Weekend 2011."
The petition urges President Obama





the United States. It adds that, though the
Obama administration made an announce-
ment regarding its landmine policy a year
ago, no action has been taken. It also adds
that every member ofNATO has signed the
treaty except the United States, arid that "in
the Western Hemisphere, only the United
States and Cuba are non-signatories."
Eyebrows are always raised when Seattle
U takes a political stance on an issue. Over
the past few years, several questions have
been raised (mostly by outside forces like the
Cardinal Newman Society) as to the strong
stance the university takes on certain issues.
Freshman Chelsea Schmidt, an English
major, doesn't think it is a very big deal. She
clarified that she saw no reason why anyone
would not support the removal of land-
mines, unless they were concerned about
costs.
Both the Vatican and the Jesuit Refugee
Service, a creation ofFr. Pedro Arrupe,S.J.,
have called for a removal of landmines and
a ban on future production by encourag-
ing nations to join the United Nations in
promoting their prohibition and asking the
United States to sign on to the ICBL treaty.
There is no word on how many sig-
natures have been gathered thus far.
Commencement organizers did not respond
to interview requests in timefor publication.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/newsnews





Organizers expect consecutive celebrations
to grow and expand, African issues in Seattle
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
A new tradition began at Seattle
University last week, one that aims
to celebrate the vibrant and varied
cultures of the African continent.
Africa Day is a universal com-
memoration of the founding of
the Organization ofAfrican Unity
in 1963. Every year, on May 25,
people around the globe pay heed
to this cradle ofhuman civilization,
and discuss how to most effectively
support the often ailing collection
ofnations.
This year, according to the event's
webpage hosted by the College of
Arts and Sciences, the African
Student Association partnered with
the GlobalAfrican Studies Program
to host Seattle Us first Africa Day
celebration in Campion Ballroom.
The three-hour event was divided
into three sections, each of which
highlighted a different performance.
Throughout the evening, tra-
ditional African music was played
between sections by the Zambuko
Marimba Band. After introduc-
tions by Gary Perry, a professor
in the Department of Sociology
and the celebration's master of
ceremony, and Femi Taiwo, direc-
tor of the Global African Studies
program, the Africa-centric
programming commenced.
An essay contest was hosted by
the celebration committee in hopes
of raising awareness of African is-
sues in Seattle's middle and high
schools. The winning students of
these programs were presented with
certificates for their writings on the
importance ofAfrica to themselves
and to American history.
Then, a student panel, gathered
from several sectors ofSeatde U, took
their places on stage to engage in a
reflection sessionon questions posed
by Perry, as well as a brief question
and answer period with the audi-
ence. The panel was composed of
American students who had spent
significant time in Africa, as well as
Seattle U students ofAfrican origin.
One of thesestudents was Melissa
Mwangi, secretary of the African
Students Association, though she
hopes to one day return to her na-
tive Kenya andopen a medical clinic.
While Mwangi enjoyed the celebra-
tion as a whole, she did note that
there were some kinks to work out.
"I thought it went great, I wish
there had been a few more people,
and I wish we had had more time to
discuss more ofthe issues during the
panel session," said Mwangi.
After the panel discussion,a short
documentary put together by Perry
andLonnie Renteria tided "ATale of
Two Recoveries: New Orleans after
the Storm" was shown to die audi-
ence. The film featured interviews
with several membersofthe Seattle U
community, as well as footage from a
trip Perry and students made to his
native Louisiana in hopes ofrepairing
post-Katrina damage.
Gabriel Teodros, a Seattle-raised
hip hop artist, closed the evening
with a performance.
Though the turnoutfor the event
was light, Mwangi and others plan
for the event to grow in the future.
"Next year, we will have students
dancing and more performances,
maybe anAfrican drumminggroup,
and we plan on having some African
food," Mwangi said. "Sort of like
how the United Filipinos have their
celebration and how other cultures
have their own days."
Perry and Taiwo also expressed
their hope that the celebration would
continue to grow and expand over
the years. They addressed the fact
that Africa Day is a day to "call at-
tention to continued crises in Africa
and to celebrate the progress that has
occurred thus far." .
Taiwo, took the opportunity to
relay information about his Global
African Studies program. According
to Taiwo, the program exists to
"ensure that students who come to
Seattle U do not graduate without,
whether by design or otherwise,
learning something about Africa."
Ultimately, fostering growth and
learning about the oft neglected
continent is the goal of this annual
celebration.
Dallas may be reached at
goschie@su-spectator.com
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Much of the celebration focused on what comprises traditional African
culture, including food, music, the arts and modern issues that are
currently plaguing the continent.
Job market better for 2011 graduates
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
According to a recent Seattle
Times article, employers nation-
wide have claimed they will hire 19
percent more graduates come this
spring than they did a year ago, a
promise that many find hopeful.
Undergraduate commence-
ment speaker, Steven Shrives,
will be entering the army after he
leaves Seattle University, but more
jobs mean opportunities for his
classmates.
"This is very encouraging in
the fact that I would like to see my
peers be able to find jobs as well,"
he said in an email. "I think SU has
prepared all of its graduates to go
into the world to do'great things
and I want to see all ofmy peers to
take advantage of this."
Interim director for Career
Services, Gayatri Eassey, reminds
students to keep "easy" job search-
ing in perspective.
"That's easier relative to last year,
it's not easier relative to three years
ago," said Eassey. "I'm an eternal
optimist about our students' capac-
ity to make a meaningful contribu-
tion to the world, but I think what
it means is that a student graduat-
ing in a specific field may or may
not work in that field immediately."
With commencement only
weeks away, students are sure-
ly asking themselves a com-
mon question: will their degrees
have prepared them for today's
working world?
Graduate student and com-
mencement speaker, Dejan
Mitkovski, would answer with a
resounding "yes."
"The easiest way for me to
put my thoughts about Seattle
University is that it has completely
changed me," said Mitkovski.
"Seattle University gave me a whole
new perspective on what it means
to be in a career path. What does it
mean to strive for success."
A native of Detroit, Mitkovski
came to Seattle U for his graduate
degree in business with a specializa-
tion in leadership that he hopes to
segue into international business.
He wants to reassure his classmates
that, despite the struggles that the
economy has undergone in the
past, their futures are still entirely
their own.
"My speech is about being able
to make your own path," he said.
"Going down your own differ-
ent road; what does that mean? It
means something different to ev-
erybody. Is there a right or a wrong?
Absolutely not. But there is your
own."
He believes it has been Seattle
U's duty to prepare graduates for
such a task.
Eassey recognizes that this path
might not necessarily be the one
each graduate expected.
"I think students have to be
more flexible and more creative
about how they position themselves
to get into their industry," Eassey
said. "There are amazing and won-
derful jobs out there but it takes
patience and perseverance to find
them, so just don't give up. Don't
give up."
Shrives agrees.
"If you want something in this
life you have to go after it," he said.
"The only way to know for sure
that you will fail is ifyou don't try."
Mitkovski believes Seattle U has
prepared him and his peers well.
Though he admits the improving
economy will help, he thinks the
more important point is the educa-
tion the graduating students have
received here.
"It means that we've been em-
powered with an education," he
said. "I'm very hopeful. I'm not
even hopeful because hope means
that it might not happen. I'm ex-
cited. I'm excited because I know
my peers are very well equipped to
get great jobs."
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Catholics with 'baggage'
grapple with religious identity
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
With abuse scandals rocking
the church, and growing disaffec-
tion among many American and
European Catholics, it's no wonder
many people are asking how relevant
the Catholic church is in the 21st
century.
"Church attendance among
Roman Catholics dropped 75 per-
cent to 45 percent" since 1955 ac-
cording to a Gallup survey.
The Church searches in vain
for young men willing to enter the
shrinking ranks of the clergy and
Catholics are abandoning their
parishes in record numbers for a
variety of reasons. Some struggle
with the hierarchical nature ofthe
Church, the top-down teachings
that seem out of touch with the
modern world, a world in which
even the NBA has said that it does
not tolerate homophobia, and (also
according to Gallup) a majority of






But some Catholics are left feel-
ing estranged from the Church for
just the opposite reason. As many
parishes try to keep pace with the
pluralistic, liberal thinking of the
day, more traditional Catholics
are left feeling like strangers in an
unfamiliar church. Gone are the
strong foundations of the Church,
replaced by a maze ofpolitical de-
bates, and theological complexities.
In the face of all this confu-
sion, Campus Ministry at Seattle
University has inaugurated the





Baggaged Catholics group. The
group, which this spring consisted
of just five students, met once a
week to discuss the personal strug-
gles of each of the students with
Catholicism.
"I want to face and confront
what is kind of irksome, or can be
challenging about being Catholic,
but do so in a very faithful way,"
said one of the group's leaders, a
senior and a student campus min-
ister, Philip Pascual.
The group was the brainchild of
Rachel Doll O'Mahoney, Seattle
U's Campus Minister for Faith
Formation.
"We're trying to help people
work through some of their strug-
gles with being Catholic, and at die
end of the day they may decide to
be Catholic or they may decide
not to be Catholic, but ultimate-
ly they are healthier adults," said
O'Mahoney.
O'Mahoney assumed that most
of the students who would be in-
terested in the group would be
Catholics who had problems with
some of the more orthodox teach-
ings of the Church, but she was
pleasantly surprised that that was
not the case.
"I presumed that was the crowd
we would draw, but we have two
students who are more orthodox,
and not really questioning church
teachings," O'Mahoney said.
Although some students (partic-
ularly queer students) do struggle
with church teachings, "hot but-
ton" issues are not always what
concern students.
"Sometimes its just a personal
issue, like I don't think the church
has given me enough tools to be
vocally Catholic in a world that's
secular," Pascual said.
The group was able to move
beyond the issues that so often di-
vide Catholics to get to some of the
deeper questions offaith, and what
it means to be a faith community.
"Even though theologically
we might have very different un-
derstandings of things, we've still
been able to have a dialogue,"
O'Mahoney said.
O'Mahoney plans on continu-
ing the group next year. Interested
students can contact Campus
Ministry.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com







"This summer I'm going
to learn to swing dance
with my mom and make
Boise, ID hip by bringing





traveling; I'm going to
Florida and then to
Alabama to visit some
friends."
"I'm trekking back
to Ohio to live on a
blueberry farm, fight
wild turkeys, work for a
pothead boss and take a
chemistry class."
I'm going to focus on music and [my band] First
Hill. I'm definitely going to party though. Summer
time is party time."
Daniel Dunn
Sophomore, Strategic Communications
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Medical Assist
May 23, 5:40 p.m.
A student experienced a
head injury exiting a vehicle
in the Chardin lot. An ice
pack was provided, and
the student declined further
assistance.
Safety Assist
May 24, 8:00 p.m.
A window and metal frame
fell from the 12th floor of
Campion and shattered
on the ballroom roof. No
clear signs of cause were
found and no injuries were
reported. Facilities and








A student reported damage
done to to a parked vehicle
in the Murphy Garage,





graffiti etched into numerous





Public Safety recovered a
laptop from a non-affiliate
who found it off campus
by the Connolly Center.
The laptop was previously
reported stolenby a student.
Theft
May 25,12:20 p.m.
A studentreported a cell
phone was taken from her
coat pocket off campus.
Assist for the Public
May 25,9:40 p.m.
A studentreported concern
for a classmate, referencing
violence. Public Safety is
investigating.
Hit and Run Accident
May 26, 10:30a.m.
An employee reported a
renegade vehicle struck a
tree and knocked a part off
of the Broadway building,
then drove off.
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5. Capital of Norway 31. Sycophant 58. Church seat
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13. Growl 36. Entre pace
14. "See ya!" 38. lift? 64. Fissure
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Left: A senior ROTC officer addresses his cadets after a full-kit morning physical training exercise. ROTC director Lt. Colonel Eric Farquarson will be leaving the program after this year.
Middle: An Seattle U soccer player takes a nasty fall after being checked by an opposing player.
Right: The Implied Violence exhibit outside the Frye Art Museum in October saw performers and method actors standing in the Frye's reflecting pool in a dramatic fashion.
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Remember when...
The Spectator travels back to the beginning to bring back
the choicest happenings in 2010-2011 academic year.




After a $55 million renovation, the "New-mieux" offers more tech innovations
and more study space than the original library, and is also one of the largest stu-
dent employers on campus. After receiving complaints about library hours from
students, the second floor computer lab opened for 24-hour study space despite
budget concerns.
Why it's a story of the year: It's shiny. Well, that and a lot ofother reasons.
Whereas other recent campus construction projects like the Douglas and the
Connolly Fitness Center focused on enhancing student life, this is the first
renovation in years that is exclusively for increasing academic excellence on
campus.
3. Seattle U arts
recognized by everyone
but Seattle U students
Seattle U's Hedreen Gallery has become one of the most up-and-coming art
venues in the city, yet students remained unaware of the space. The curators of
the Hedreen, Whitney Ford-Terry and Jessica Powers, were recently included on
City Arts magazine's "Top 50 Culture Makers" list.
Why it's a story of the year: It raised awareness. After this article's publication,
attendance ofevents held at the Hedreen increased dramatically, especially from stu-
dents. The Seattle University Fine Arts Department has always supported galleries
such as the Hedreen, but until recently they were only attended by outside crtitics,
not Seattle U students.
2. Athletics commences
third stage of NCAA
reclassification
As required by the NCAA, any school moving from Division Two to Division One athletics
must undergo a rigorous reclassification process. This year, Seattle U entered the third stage
of the process, which required the school to assemble a steering committee to research and
answer questions presented by the NCAA.
Why it's a story of the year: Although Seattle U has been competing at a Division One level
since the 2008-2009 school year, the certification process is not complete and the university
cannot yet reap the full benefits. The steering committee submitted a report to the NCAA in
April and will resubmit a finalized version after receiving feedback from the NCAA on their
initial submission.
4. Seattle University Youth
Initiative connects campus
to community
Though SUYI technically began in the 2009-2010 academic year, it continued to make headlines
this year. Initiativeprojects have begun to be incorporated into classes, including an art class that has
been collaborating with Bailey Gatzert Elementary to create a mural on one of the school's walls.
Why it's a story of the year: The Seattle University Youth Initiative mobilized the university com-
munity and allowed Seattle U to engage more fully with the surrounding community.
su-spectator.com/features
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5.Beloved Jesuit Fr.
Rog dies at age 63
Father Roger Gillis, S.J., known on campus as "Father Rog," died
Dec, 3, 2010 after being diagnosed with brain and lung cancer nearly
a year early. The university was notified of Gillis' worsening condition
via email week's earlier allowing community to make contact with well
respected Jesuit during his final days at Mt. St. Vincent's Hospital in West
Seattle. Father Rog was best known for his celebrated role in the annual
OA Cabaret as well as a familiar face on the Campus Ministries Search
Retreats. Gillis joined the order of the Jesuits in 1969 after graduating
from Gonzaga University, and was a part of the Seattle U community for
29 years. "Father Rog" will be truly missed.
Why it's a story of theyear: It's not every year that we have to write
an obituary in The Spectator. We'll miss you, Fr. Rog.
6. Faculty
compensation lower
than at peer institutions
In August 2010, an email began circulating among College of Arts
and Sciences staff after some faculty found a disparity between salary
and compensation at Seattle University and comparative institutions.
Faculty members at peer institutions like Gonzaga University know
what their colleagues make annually, or if not, they at least know how
salaries are determined and can easily deduce that information. Salary
information is private at Seattle U, but facultyand staffcan discuss their
salaries at their own discretion. Since the initial concerns were voiced,
Human Resources has conducted a faculty satisfaction survey and is
working to address the issue.
Why it's a story of the year: Fair wage is considered a social justice
issue by many human rights advocates. As Seattle U continues to try to
be a competitive institution both in recruiting students and faculty, its
wages must also be competitive.
Illustration of the Year
This sketch featured several prominent female characters in a spread dedicated to the role
ofwomen in film. The movies we covered included 'Winter's Bone,, 'EmmaThomas,' 'Black
Swan' and 'True Grit.' Can you guess the names of the four actresses pictured?
Trevor Brown | The Spectator
8. ROTC director reflects on Iraq
War, effects of bin Laden death
Despite the fact that the streets of Washington D.C. were filled with jubilant college students celebrating the
May 2 shooting of Osama bin Laden, some Seattle U students felt a bit disconnected. For veteran students and
those inROTC, the assassination of America's public enemy number one raised some questions about nationaland
personal security. Analysts suggested al Qaida might seek retribution for the killing. Lt. Colonel Eric Farquarson,
head of the Seattle University ROTC program, said that citizens enlist for more reasons than a hunt for a figurehead
like bin Laden.
Why it's a story of the year: The death of Osama bin Laden was met with rejoicing and concern for national
security. This story showed the local impact ofan international news event.
7. Katie Wieliczkiewicz
named ASSU president
With the votes of 938 Seattle U students, Wieliczkiewicz was elected ASSU president for the
2011-2012 school year. Wieliczkiewicz served as Residence Hall Association (RHA) president as a
sophomore and juniorbefore running for ASSU president.
Why it is a story of the year: Wieliczkiewicz was the first female elected to the position in 13
years and will be heading a group of mostly females, with freshman Eric Chalmers, the incoming at-
large representative as the only male. Wieliczkiewicz also campaigned on a communication platform,
stressing the importance ofopening up discussion with students.
9. New Core curriculum
approved
The Board ofTrustees unanimously approved the new Core curriculum on May
5. The main components of the new Core curriculum are four modules that will
replace the phases of the current Core. The modules include Engaging Academic
Inquiry (30 credits, the second Engaging the Self and Others (15 credits), the third
Engaging the World (15 credits) and the final module will be Reflection (3 credits
in the major). Before the new curriculum was approved, it received some criticism
from students and faculty because students may now choose to take either English
or history and are not required to take classes in both disciplines. Before the new
Core officially goes into effect, the Office of the Provost must establish a Core
Implementation Committee, which will be chaired by Jeff Philpott, faculty direc-
tor of the University Core Curriculum. Implementation of the new curriculum will
begin in the 2012-2013 academic year.
Why it's a story of the year: After more than a year of analysis and discussion,
Seattle U has finalized a major overhaul of the Core Curriculum, a cornerstoneofJesuit
education. Not only will this change the experience offuture students, but it also marks
a change in university branding.
10. Incoming freshman
class projected to be
less than 950
While the numbers could still change at the beginning of the year, the projected
freshman enrollment for the class of2015 is currently at 925. This is about 25 stu-
dents below the target cap set by admissions to curb student population growth after
an error caused an oversized class to enter last year, straining housing and classroom
resources. Prior to the 2010-2011 academic year, 4,388 students were admitted
and 1,055 chose to enroll. This was the largest freshman class to ever come through
Seattle U.
Why it's a story of the year: Since the 2008-2009 academic year, Admissions
has first admitted an oversized class and then reduced numbers the previous year.
This is either a continuation of a trend or Admissions is making an effort to right
its course. However, we won't know which it is until the numbers for the class of
2016 come in next spring.
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"Win/Win" is billed as a black
comedy, but if it is, the jokes
were over my head. Really, it's a
movie about finding fulfillment.
Following the career of Ivan, a
mathematical genius and finan-
cial wizard, "Win/Win" explores
the question ofhow we as humans
find satisfaction and purpose.
When Ivan's ability to analyze
finances and stock markets is dis-
covered by a brokerage firm, he
rises to the top of his field in a
matter of weeks, making thou-
sands of dollars a day and gain-
ing a reputation as a genius and
savant. As his career as a stock
trader begins to consume his
life, Ivan feels more and more
detached from the world and is
pushed to th-e edge of his sanity.
"Win/Win" also follows the
recent financial meltdown,
showing the impending re-
cession through the eyes of
apathetic financiers who only
care about their own profit
margins. The film is set in the
cold and hard world of high
finance and business, where
characters live and work in
the same 100-story skyscraper,
completely detached from the
world they are controlling, and
ultimately, destroying.
While the movie is in Dutch
with English subtitles, the subtitles
are barely needed. The movie has
little dialogue, and what conversa-
tion there is tends to useless finan-
cial jargon. The importantparts of
the movie are the moments when
Ivan is alone, dealing with the
psychological repercussions ofhis
professional success.
My biggest critique of the
movie is that as Ivan became
detached from the world, I
became detached from him.
His pain and confusion were
interesting, certainly, but not
exactly tragic. It was heartfelt,
but not heartbreaking.
"Win/Win" is essentially a
warning; it's a cautionary tale of
a man who burst to the top of
his field and, with nowhere left
to go, went insane.
J. Adrian may be contacted at
amunger@su-spectator.com
Shut Up Little Man! An Audio Misadventure
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
"Shut Up Little Man! An Audio
Misadventure" is undeniable proof
that real life can be just as messed
up as fiction. The film is shot as a
documentary, and the fact that the
main characters actually existed is
what's sure to set offeven the most
active imaginations.
It's a retrospective story about
Eddie Lee Sausage and Mitchell D.,
twoyoung guys fromWisconsin wWo
moved to San Francisco after high
school and split the cost of a crappy
apartment that they dubbed "The
Pepto Bismol Palace." Immediately
after they signed the lease, the land-
lady casually mentioned, "Oh, and
sometimes the neighbors can be
kind of loud."
It wasn't long before they be-
gan hearing the obnoxious shout-
ing matches of the men next door.
One of them was a large homopho-
bic, alcoholic and self-proclaimed
killer named Raymond Huffman.
The other one, Peter Haskett, was
pretty much the same but a little
thinner, and replace "homopho-
bic" with "gay." It was the latter
that would constantly scream,
"Shut up, little man!" to his gay-
bashing counterpart.
Eddie and Mitch could hear ev-
erythingclearly through their paper-
thin walls.They eventually ended up
strappinga microphone to a ski pole,
sticking it out their windowand re-
cording the arguments on cassette
tapes. After the time they spent liv-
ing at the Pepto Bismol Palace, they
walked away with tales of sleepless-
ness, occasional confrontations and
around 10 hours ofaudio. The result
was a sort of primitive version ofan
Internet sensation. The tapes began
circulating among friendsand friends
of friends, and soon people were
listening to the antics ofPeter and
Raymond all across the country.
The tapes' appeal can be ex-
plained by a popular voyeuristic
style known as "audio verite." In
short, it turns out that listening to
a live recording of actual events is
one of the most entertaining things
in the world, especially if the sub-
jects don't know they're being taped.
The craziest part of this film is that
the events happened in the past, but
the audience hears many of them
as if they're live. They hear snippets
of Peter screaming, "I am the hu-
man race!" or "Giggle, dirty little
man! You always giggle falsely!"
and Raymond yelling, "You wanna
watch queer sh*t! I don't wanna
watch that sh*t!" The whole view-
ing experience is about wondering
what those men were really like,
what their relationship really meant.
Eddie Lee Sausage and Mitchell D.
retrace their steps in this comedy
full ofswear words.





Frederico Fellini's Le Dolce
Vita isn't the latest cinematic
wonder out of Italy, which
the Seattle International Film
Festival is oft recognized for
exploring. Nor has its stars re-
cently graced the covers of any
magazines. But the film, released
in 1960, is nonetheless regarded
as iconic in its imagery, and for
better or worse coining the term
"paparazzi." Beyond the most
notable images, which include
Marcello Mastroianni (Marcello)
and Anita Ekberg (Sylvia) wad-
ing in the waters of the Trevie
fountain in central Rome, Le
Dolce Vita has become "the"
Italian film.
SIFF has in the past received
a bit of flack for showing older
films, not in the original for-
mat that they were shot in, but
digitally. Some film purists have
argued that in recent years it has
been as simple for SIFF produc-
ers as popping in a DVD or Blu-
Ray disc. Fortunately for me,
the festival opted out of play-
ing the film via Netflix instant
watch and instead they screened
the film, this past Monday, on
celluloid.
Mastroianni plays a Roman
journalist and "man about
town," who over the course of
the three hour film has seem-
ingly isolated, yet memorable
encounters with the people,
mostly women, who make up
the city. Some are famous non-
Italian speaking tourists while
others are not so well known
natives like Marcello's generally
neglected girlfriend, Emma.
Despite the extravagant na-
ture of the acting at times, Fellini
builds in Marcello a complex
character torn between the do-
mesticity of home and family
and the glitz and glamour of
Rome's high society. Marcello
walks a thin line between reality
and fantasy like any mere mortal
flirting outside of his or her pay
scale, but a moral lesson seems to
shine through all of the marble
and fur. Simply that all that glit-
ters is not gold, a revolutionary
concept indeed.
Ditzy blonde-haired American
girls and modern directors, for
that matter, can dream ofsplash-
ing around in Roman fountains,
as Ekberg did, while a benevolent
Italian man patiently fishes them
out, but many film connoisseurs
would warn thatFellini captures
a moment and " the sweet life"
in a way that is nearly impossible
to recreate. Le Dolce Vita is a
classic for a reason, and 51 years
after its original release the film
still has the ability to captivate
audiences.
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Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
for years we had nothing
to sell and people would
Come July, she will be able to
answer that question.
Fr. Sundborg found much of
the money to resume this proj-
ect, and the departmental leader-
ship of Fine Arts, including Fr.
JosefVenker, S.J. (chair) and Rosa
Joshi (associate chair), has been
extremely supportive.
"I'm very excited to finally be
able to get a CD from our choir,"
said choir member Lina Ma in an
email. "We've wanted to do one ev-
ery year, but it's difficult because our
recordings need to be perfect."
Two of the CDs are recordings
from the Christmas and spring
choir concerts performed at St.
Joseph's Church. The third, the
Lenten prayer concert, was in St.
Ignatius Chapel on campus, which,
though ideal for singing, isn't the
best venue for recording.
"Somehow recording in there
doesn't quite work," Peterson said.
"So we went to All Pilgrims a cou-
ple of weeks ago to do a record-
ing session of the music for winter
quarter this year."
It sounds simple, but record-
ing proved to be a long and
difficult task.
"It took a lot of time," said choir
member, Connor Harding. "8 p.m.
to 1 a.m. [Sherman] thought it was
going to go to like, 11 p.m. It was
definitely not."
"We try to keep the same posi-
tions when we sing the songs," said
sophomore choir singer, Daniel
Dunn. "So the difference between
the live recording and the record-
ing that we did separately from the
concert is that the concert is live,
whereas with the other recording
we can stop and redo this or we
can do something differently. It's
immediate feedback."
Though the recording session
was tedious, it was something these
students really wanted to do.
"It's been a really solid group,"
said Ali Fragoso. "I feel like ev-
eryone in the group this year is
dedicated and puts in the time.
Everyone tells us that it's so much
nicer this year."
Everyone in the group is
devoted and, according to
Peterson, diverse.
"We have an excellent manage-
ment team and those are students.
Our business manager is incredibly
brilliant, our librarian, we have a
crew, and [for the] spring concert
we had our own choir band," she
said. "One of the good things, in
my opinion, about having so many
different majors is this immense
pool of talent. Everybody can ei-
ther do something that we need or
knows somebody. So we have an
enormous talent pool."
Students are helping with
putting the new CDs together.
Whether designing the booklet or
helping to decide the songs that
make it onto the CD, the team is
ready to help and eager to support
theirpeers.
"I'm on management team with
[Sherman]," Harding said. "The
only challenge is just getting [the
music] out to people because with
Itunes and MP3 it's a lot ofdecision
making to put into it."
There is also the decision of
which songs will make the CD.
"For spring, we have much more
music tha n we have room for. Now
we have the very not fun task of
trying to determinewhat not to put
on there," Peterson said. "Because
it was all so good."
Enthusiastic about the prospect
of the CD, the choir continues
to sing.
"If you wanted to boil Seattle
U down and say 'ok, where's one
group ofpeople in Seattle U that's a
task-oriented group that you could
take as a symbol of the university
as a whole?' SU Choirs." Peterson
said. "We are the university; we are
the voice of Seattle U. And those
voices will be heard in all their
glory in July when those CDs
are done."
Colleen may be reached
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Banned band returns to roots for Coffee Haus finale
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
To close out the year for SEAC
Coffee Haus series, Capitol Hill's
own Campfire OK will be folk-
rocking the Student Center HeartJh
tonight at 8 p.m.
Coffee Haus has been bring-
ing concerts to the students
since September to fit the busy
lifestyle of music-loving Seattle
University students.
"Students are so busy that it can
be hard to get off campus to see
a show," said Katie Nguyen, the
SEAC Coffee Haus chair. "It's cool
to have something that you can go
to monthly, for free and right here
on campus."
An all-ages show in Seattle can be
somewhat ofa rare gem with bands
like Campfire OK, another reason
to be excited.
"We really like all-ages things
and we've only played one all-ages
show in Seattle and we'd like to play
more," said Mychal Cohen, front
man of Campfire OK. "Younger
crowds have more fun."
After playing live shows for
about one year, City Arts maga-
zine named Campfire OK "Best
New Artist of 2011." The band
is slated to play Capitol Hill
Block Party this summer as well
as Bumbershoot. However, before
that excitement even begin, Seattle
U students get the opportunity to
see the spectacle that is Campfire
OK at the Hearth.
Campfire OK is known for
being quirkier than your average
band, pulling stunts like walking
into Oddfellows Cafe, without
warning, to play a set for unsus-
pecting patrons. Seattle U can
expect the same mischievous yet
benevolent spirit with the Coffee
Haus show. Cohen divulged some
intriguing details.
First, he said that contracts
with a local music venue are tech-
nically supposed to prevent this
show from happening.
"Yeah, we're not supposed to do
it," he said. "I like to do things and
play shows that I'm not supposed to
because we, as a band, have to pave
our own way to do things. We like
doing secret shows like this that are
supposed to be for specific groups
of people."
Second, he revealed thatstudents
can expect to hearalmost every song
from the record "Strange Like We
Are," and possibly some songs that
aren't on a record yet.
"I think we're planning on play-
ing some new stuff too," Cohen
said, "because we're making anoth-
er record in October. We've started
pre-production, which means that
we have a bunch of new songs up
our sleeves."
Third, Cohen pointed out some
humor in the fact that they are
playing this show because he was
kicked off the Seattle U campus in
the past.
"Half [of'StrangeLike We Are']
was written on campus," he said. "I
would go into your music build-
ing. I've never been a student but
I would always walk up and ask for
the piano codes and they would give
them to me. I would sit in your pia-
no rooms from 7:30 a.m. until like,
9 a.m. when it started getting busy.
I was writing all of these songs in
there, until Seattle U police came
in and kicked me out and banned
me from campus the rest ofthe year.
Banned me!"
Cohen reassured that his ban has
expired, but the idea ofhim getting
chased around the Hearth by Public
Safety officers is certainly a possibil-
ity that would make goingto the last
Coffee Haus show worthwhile.
Of course, that's only if the
promise of awesome music doesn't
make you want to go already.
Rosalie may be reach at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Mychal wrote most of Campfire OK's album on Seattle U's campus
Local designers 'make it work' with diverse collections
Kellie Cox
VolunteerWriter
"Make it work," Tim Gunn always says
with a skeptical but fierce look to every de-
signer on the popular televisionshow "Project
Runway." With this phrase, the show opens
a closed door; it gives the "little" designer a
chance to make it big in the otherwise exclu-
sive fashion world.
Seattle Magazine will give three local de-
signers the opportunity to make their own
fashion splash. The Seamless in Seattle com-
petition is Seattle's own "Project Runway,"
complete with rounds, a last-minute design
curveball and a dramatic fashion show.
The competition is divided into three cat-
egories: emerging designer, student designer
and bridal designer. The top 10will be fea-
tured in a fashion show at the Seattle Art
Museum on June 8. This show will culminate
in the announcement of the three section
winners. Each winner will receive a spread
in Seattle Magazine and exhibitions at local
fashion events.
Banchong Douangphrachanh, a contes-
tant who has designed for Lady Gaga, takes
an outdoor approach to her clothes. After
joining the mountaineer club during her un-
dergraduate studies, she found herselfdrawn
to outdoor wear.
"There weren't a lot of people at the time
who were into technical clothes. At the
time it was hard to find anything beyond
Columbia," said Douangphrachanh.
After graduating from the University of
Washington, Douangphrachanh went to the
San Francisco Academy ofArt and developed
her skills.
"I went there initially pursuing sportswear,
mountaineerclothes, and there was more rJian
I expected," she said.
Herwork has appeared in Seattle Fashion
week, Lady Gagas "Pokerface" video, and
New York Fashion Week.
Her current Regatta Line, will be featured in
dieSeamless competition. The organic and soft-
lined designs are inspired not only by moun-
taineering, but also by waterand die glasswork
ofDaleChihuly.
Finalist Malia Peoples offers a less natural
and more vibrant aesdietic.
Originally from Olympia, Wash., Peoples
attended the New York Fashion Academy in
Ballard, Wash, after spending some time in
a dead-end office job. Although she began at
the Fashion Academy with no sewing skills,
she graduated with a definitive design aes-
thetic and style.
"I'm really inspired by Japanese street
fashion...lt's really crazy and out-there, but
I think it's really fun...l'm also inspired by
1960s mod...Like the colors that they used
back in the day are justreally, really interest-
ing," said Peoples.
Peoples' Lady Konnyaku line is charac-
terized by mismatched patterns and bold,
expressive colors.
Although her work won't be seen in any
Lady Gaga music videos, it's sold down the
street at Capitol Hill's own Pretty Parlour,
where the funky nature of her designs was
well-received. Peoples believes that her de-
signs reflect the spirit of the carefree col-
lege student.
"A lot ofyoung folks, they don't want to
just wear something that is khaki and olive
green.There are some people thatreally enjoy
to dress and wear fun, interesting things,"
she said.
Kellie may be reached at
coxkl@seattleu.edu
Road to choir CD completion complicated
B
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Seven lessons learned
at Sasquatch
Wisdom acquired from the weekend long music
festival at The Gorge
1. Crowd surfing symbolism
Crowd surfing at Sasquatch is a high-
ly symbolic and supremely fatalist act.
Despite what anyone may think, there
is only one outcome when a person at a
show decides that they no longer want
to be bound by gravity to planet Earth.
Over and over again, without fail, crowd
surfers were borne to the front by a sea of
hands where giant men with walkie-talkies
and yellow shirts snatched them up and
dragged them out. Not once did a crowd
surfer successfully tour the crowd and end
up safely away from the grips of security.
The hands of the masses always propelled
them ever forward, towards their doom.
Despite the blatant observable pattern,
people still committed themselves to
surfing time and time again, metaphori-
cal lemmings charging towards the cliff's
edge. Either these people thought they
would be the exception to this unavoid-
able fate, or they simply needed a quick
means of exit from often stifling crowds.
The latter was certainly true ofcrowd surf-
ers who were unconscious (of which there
were many) but not true of the crowd surf-
ers who grinned and fist pumped their way
An experience like none
other, Sasquatch will open
your eyes and expand
your mind. Canadians
will shout at you. Giant
hamster balls will roll
out at you. Your skin will
sizzle as you wake up in
a grassy field miles away
from camp. But mostly,
Canadians will just shout
at you. Don't worry, they
are a friendly bunch.
into oblivion. These people knew that no
matter what, their time in the sky would
be not be circuitous. They would not be
able to hit undo once they committed to
flight. The journey would be glorious for
the minute and a half they were aloft, but
after that, their concert experience would
be cut short. If we look at the concert
experience as a metaphor for life, surfers
would be the equivalent to James Dean,
living a life more exciting than the rest
of us, but a life that inevitably will lead
to an early demise. These people embody
Neil Young's classic lyric-cum suicidal
musing for Kurt Cobain, "It's better to
burn out than fade away." If we extend
this metaphor, we branch into Hindu ter-
ritory. After surfers are ejected from the
crowd, they are reborn, alone. They must
wander the Gorge, no longer bound to
their friends and associates, separated by
a sea of bodies. They start anew. Deciding
to crowd surf or not is a highly personal
decision—but irregardless, watching
someone soar into the distance held up
by a wave of hands is a beautiful act of
pure humanity.
2. The 'DJ as deity' effect
For a briefmoment during Bassnectar's
late night dubstep set, the Californian DJ
blew out the Bigfoot Stage's sound system.
The mystified crowd watched the giant
video screens flanking either side of the
stage, which showed Bassnectar bobbing
up and down to therhythm with his head-
phones on, unaware that solid minute ago
thousands ofpeople ceased hearing any of
the music he was mixing. It was a supreme-
ly existential moment, watching a man DJ
in silence to a mammoth crowd. At that
moment, I came to the unavoidable con-
clusion that the role of a DJ is deistic and
strikingly cult-like. As the crowd quickly
descended into what looked like would be
a riot, the sound system began to cut back
in. After a couple of minutes of dodgy
sound, the system returned to normal,
and everyone resumed joyously raving as
if nothing had ever happened. A single
man with a crossfader, a computer and a
questionable haircut/goatee was literally
controlling the emotions of thousands. If
this single man suddenly left, the entire
crowd would've hecome very unhappy and
chaos would've ensued. If this man told
the crowd to punch the person next to
them, a lot of people probably would've
done it. People prepared for Bassnectar
as if it were a ritual as well—somehow
everyone knew to throw glowsticks in the
air at the first drop in Bassnectar's set. The
power of a DJ is often understated, but
Sasquatch's grand scale exposed how truly
God-like in power and practice a DJ is.
People are strange.
3. Hide yo' kids
For some reason, Sasquatch is free for
children under two. If you bring your
child to Sasquatch, let alone your fresh-
out-the-womb infant/toddler of two years
or younger, you are a straight up bad par-
ent. Sasquatch is no place for children. At
all. Sasquatch is hardly a reasonable place
for adults to be. I looked in horror as I
walked by two parents standing with their
baby in a stroller about 10 feet away from
an DJ tent bumping out 100 dB techno
music. Why you would bring a baby to a
puke-filled dessert ofdrunkards is beyond
me. For another major reason not. to bring
a defenseless baby to Sasquatch, refer to
lesson #4.
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4. Everyone is on drugs
At Sasquatch, everyone is on drugs.
Everyone. Your mom, your grandma, the
lady next to you, the band on stage, even
the food vendors. They are all on drugs.
Sasquatch is one of the only times in the
country where it is socially acceptable
to be on drugs. Security sooner busted
people riding on each other's shoulders
than drug users, who were usually greeted
with a simple disapproving shake of the
head. The first thing anyone said to me
at Sasquatch was, "Hey, any of you have
a bong?" When the dreadlocked, poncho
wearing man found out the answer was
a negatory, he disappeared with a simple
"right on." Communicating with people at
Sasquatch then becomes an exercise in free
association. The less linear your thoughts
and sentence structures become, the better
you will be understood.
5.Oh, Canadians...
Canadians are very far from
the mild-mannered stereotype
Americans have of them. On
the contrary—Canadians are the
rowdiest bunch of Jingoistic alco-
holics on Earth. Every morning
at 8:30 a.m., the massive camp
of Saskatchewanites across the
way turned their stereo systems
up to 11 and whipped out the
beer bongs. An hour later, by
the time the nearby Americans
decided to give up on trying
to sleep, the Canadians were
thoroughly drunk and shouting
"WOO SASQUATCH!" at the
top of their lungs. If someone
was on top of a car or RV in the
camps—they were probably wav-
ing a Canadian flag. The most
common refrain at Sasquatch,
"Go Canucks." One of the most
terrifying Sasquatch experiences
this weekend: waiting for Matt
and Kim to go on, a solitary man
wearing a Canuck jersey began
singing "O Canada." Within
10 seconds, I found out that 90
percent of the people surround-
ing me were secretly Canadian
as the anthem of our neighbors
to the north swelled into a deaf-
ening roar. A group of roughly
ten Americans began chant-
ing "USA" in vain—the chant
sounded like a whisper compared
to the nationalistic tour de force
blaring from the drunken maple
syrup stained mouths around
them. Canadians are a frighten-
ing and beautiful breed ofhuman
beings.
Written by Kelton Sears | Entertainment Editor
Photos by Kelton Sears




Sleeping outside in a tent is the way human
beings were designed to sleep. Four to five hours
of sleep magically feels like a full eight or nine
when you're outdoors. A hypothesis as to why
this is: when you are awakened slowly by the light
and heat of the sun rather than an alarm clock,
your body more naturally and restfully comes out
of sleep. This could also be completely false, but
as far as faux-science goes, it's as good a guess as
any.
7.A warning...
Never go in a Honey Bucket with beef jerky in your
mouth. Meat will taste like poop for the rest of the
weekend.
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Coaches introduce athletes to Seattle U community
J. Adrian Munger
Seattle University's transition
into Division One athletics has
been fueled by the recruitment
ofhigh school athletes, a delicate
and complicated process that is
carefully regulated by the NCAA.
The recruitment of a single ath-
lete can take years, with coach-
es often watching players all
through high school.
Seattle U doesn't have a sepa-
rate scouting and recruiting staff
like many Division One universi-
ties. Instead, Seattle U relies on
the coaching staffs to scout and
recruit high school athletes.
Coaches first become aware of
athletes in a number ofways, in-
cluding professional recruitment
services and word of mouth. The
women's basketball coaching
staff, for instance, spends each
summer watching traveling bas-
ketball teams compete in tour-
naments. The teams feature the
StaffWriter
best players from a region, taking
them around the country to show
off their skills to various college
programs. Once the coaches have
identified a good player, they
slowly and carefully establish a
relationship with the player, their
coaches and their family.
"Our job is to find the key
people in their life and develop






Joan Bonvicini, women's bas-
ketball head coach. "We need to
convince the athlete that [Seattle
U] is a good fit."
The whole process is closely
monitored by the NCAA, which
places heavy restrictions on the
amount that college coaches can
interact and communicate with
high school athletes. Coaches
can watch athletes of any age,
but they can't begin meeting
with them until their junioryear.
Even then the contact is limited,
with the NCAA restricting the
amount of phone calls, letters
and emails coaches can send a
player and their family.
All 15 of the players on the
women's basketball team were
recruited out of high school.
Next year, six new players will
join the team, three locals
and the rest from around the
country. One new basketball
player, Brenda Adhiaambo, is a
Kenyan native.
Coaches are very conscience
of making sure the recruits are a
good fit for Seattle U. Aside from
the NCAA's academic require-
ments, high school recruits still
need to gain admission to Seattle
U- to compete. Bonvicini says
coaches have to look for qualities
other than athletic ability when
scouting and recruiting.
"We're selling the program
and the school," Bonvicini said.
"We're showing them the culture
[of Seattle U] and the vision of
empowering leaders. They love
Coaches are very
conscious of making
sure the recruits are a
good fit for Seattle U.
basketball, but they're also pre-
paring for 'life after basketball.'
They want to prepare for life and
get a degree."
The Department ofAthletics'
policy of considering both aca-
demic and athletic ability means
they have to spend far more
time and effort recruiting than
peer institutions to stay com-
petitive. Seattle U coaches attend
hundreds of high school games
each year.
"We go across the country
to watch basketball," Bonvicini
said. "I've watched basketball all
around the world. [My staff and
I] went to between 80 and 90
games this season."
Seattle U's careful recruitment
stems from two things: a fierce
drive to stay competitive and a
commitment to finding athletes
who can be a part of the larger
Seattle U community.
According to Bonvicini, "The
bottom line. . . is that when [our
athletes] graduate, they aren't go-
ing to remember the score of ev-
ery single game, but they're going
to remember the community and
the experience as a whole."'
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
Live Action Role Play: no blood, all glory
John Beaton
Staff Writer
If you've ever rried to suck
rhe dragon venom from the ar-
row wounds ofa fallen guildsmen
while some level 12 necromancer
slowly draws your essence from
your body and banishes it to the
pits of Hades, then you're either
an extra on a new Peter Jackson
movie or a "LARPer."
LARP stands for Live Action
Role Playing and is a blend of
theater and simulated combat.
The players (LARPers) will take
on the elements of a character of
their choosing and stick to that
role like World ofWarcraft players
stick to their chairs. And despite
what you may think, this fantasy
game seems to be as übiquitous
in America as the cheese lodged
in the hearts of the people that
live here.
LARPing began sometime in
the late 1970s with the rise ofsim-
ilar games such as Dungeons and
Dragons. But unlike Dungeons
and Dragons, you don't need a 20-
sided die or a shuttered basement
room to play. LARPing is generally
open to everyone and is often car-
LARP is a blend
of theater and
simulated combat.
ried out in semi-remote outdoor
areas such as parks or fields.
"[LARPing] a great way to
get out, make friends and lose
weight... the game is all the fun
of playing pretend as a kid with
rules and fast-paced, safe combat,"
said Ron Leota, a game master for
a Seattle LARPing group.
This particular group is known
as Alliance, which is a high fan-
tasy LARP group that is a chapter
in a larger nationwide group that
uses similar rules. High fantasy is
a subgenre of fantasy that gener-
ally involves magic and parallel
worlds, similar to Lord of The
Rings. LARP games that involve
high fantasy often allow the play-
ers a higher degree ofescapism due
to the almost limitless character
possibilities.
For example, Leota plays a
"good guy" charismatic leader
that goes politicking throughout
the game and story. According to
Leota, a large part of the fun is lis-





person makes for their respective
character and seeing how those
stories can intertwine throughout
the game play.
For some, however, the battles
are the drawing feature into these
LARPing worlds, and different
groups have been formed to cater
to that interest. Dagorhir, for ex-
ample, is a battle game that doesn't
allow magic or fantasy but instead
focuses on all-out battles using
foam weapons.
You may now be asking your-
self this question: To LARP or
not to LARP? Is it nobler in your
mind to suffer the crushing guilt
ofknowing that you turned your
back on the struggle for elf inde-
pendence, or to know that you
bravely fought, and possibly fell
down, along side them? If the an-
swer to either ofthese questions is,
"I don't know" then possibly you
are ready to give LARPing a try.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
James Malone via Flickr
LARPing began about 30 years ago and was modeled after other warfare-themed games.
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Evasick gives time to volunteering, baseball team
Cameron Drews
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Staff Writer
When senior Redhawk pitcher
Arlo Evasick first came to Seattle
from Chimacum, Wash., he brought
his small town sense ofcommunity
with him. He described Chimacum
as "the kind of place where you
spend an hour in the grocery store,
no matter what you're getting,
because you stop and talk to so
many people."
The small town vibe has taught
Evasick the value of being a good
role model and has encouraged
him to become more involved in
the community. Here in Seattle,
the baseball team spends a lot of
its time volunteering with the Boys
and Girls Club of King Countyand
Evasick claims that the experience is
fulfilling for everyone involved.
"Its great to see how excited the
kids get," said Evasick. "I mean, I
get excited as a 22-year-old when I
get to sit down with someone who
plays double-A ball. That's sort of
what it's like for them."
• But the kids aren't the only ones
who benefit. In the process of teach-
ing younger kids the finer points of
baseball, the grown collegiate ath-
letes can't help but feel as if they're
looking into the faces of their
former selves.
"We all get to see whywe started
playing the game," Evasick said. "It
really gets you back to the basics of
it, which is really good to see."
Evasick's altruistic disposition
isn't the only thing from Chimacum
that he still carries around. He's also
pleased to admit that his middle
name is Moon Owl. That's right,
Moon Owl.
"Everyone else in my family has
typical names, so I'm not really sure
how that happened," Evasick said.
His parents are both musicians,
and they apparently met each other
at what Evasick described as a "fid-
dle tunes thing" in Port Townsend,
Wash. While hedoesn't claim to pos-
sess any musical abilities ofhis own,
his father in particular is an experi-
enced guitar, fiddle and harmonica
player who continues to play with
his long-time band at weddings and
other local get-togethers.
In his free time, Evasick enjoys
both indoor and outdoor activities.
He admits that when he gets the
chance, he likes to lounge around
in his apartment watching mov-
ies and sports, but he also likes to
go outside as much as possible. In
the summer time, he likes visiting
Madison Beach and finding deli-
cious places to eat.
As far as academics go, Evasick
began his Seattle U career in Albers.
However, juggling baseball and
business proved to be more difficult
than he anticipated. Since he wasn't
ready to abandon his interest in sales
and marketing, he became a liberal
studies major and found a way to
make it work to his advantage.
"It opened my mind to a differ-
ent wayofthinking, and I'm thank-
ful for that," he said. "We find new
ways to think about societal issues,
and I think that directly relates to
the business world."
Evasick's efforts both on and off
the pitching mound have prompt-
ed a great deal of praise from the
Seattle U coaching staff.
"He's a happy-go-lucky guywho
sees the good side of everything,"
said head coach Donny Harrel.
"He's always one of our 3.0 or
higher guys. He's a perfect face for
our program."
This summer, Evasick will di-
vide his time between pitching for
the Seattle Studs, a local collegiate
baseball club, and completing a
sales and management internship
with paint manufacturer Sherwin
Williams.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com





Adam Johnson came to Seattle
U toplay for the Redhawks base-
ball team on an athletic scholar-
ship. Having distinguished him-
self at the junior college level,
Johnson was brought into the
infant program along with a
cadre of junior college players.
However, half way through the
season, Johnson was cut.
Fortunately, the initial dis-
appointment of being cut from
the team soon revealed a silver
lining. Free from the arduous
Redhawk schedule, Johnson
joined the much more relaxed, if
no less ambitious, club baseball
team on campus.
"Club baseball allows me to
be a college kid," said Johnson.
Leaving the Division One cir-
cuit for club baseball hasn't put
much of a damper on Johnson.
Seattle U's club team did re-
markably well this year, coming
up just one win short of being
able to play in the club baseball
world series. Although the club
team didn't make it to the se-
ries, Johnson was still able to
go as a participant in the home
run derby.
Johnson spent memorial
day weekend in Columbus, Ga.
participating in the home run
derby, which takes place during
the club baseball world series.
He was selected, along with 16
other players, out of all the club
teams in the nation.
"I came in, I thought I'd
prepared myself, but I got there
and peppered the wall a few
times, and none of them went
out," Johnson said, describing
the derby.
"It was disappointing that
I came all that way and didn't
hit any home runs but it was an
awesome experience to travel
downand see the bigger picture
of what we play for."
And Georgia was an experi-
ence in and of itself. Columbus
was experiencing a typical
Memorial Day weekend with
90-degree weather. The flat,
hot, green landscape ofthe Deep
South was something of a nov-
elty for the Washingtonian.
Not only that, but the home-
cooked southern food, the ac-
cents and the opportunity to
explore the region all made the
journey worthwhile.
"The South was a trip,"
Johnson said.
Johnson, who is a senior
communications major with
a part-time job working for
the Mariners, plans on com-
ing back to Seattle U next year
for a fifth year in which he will
be playing another season of
club baseball.
"I came here for baseball, and
although I'm not playing on the
team I came here for, I ended up
in a really good situation on the
club team."
Emma may be reached at
emcleavy@su-spectator.com
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WantedforDriving Research Study
Battefle Seattle Research Center is part of a national on-
road study leading to reduced traffic fatalities and less-
congested roads. Scientific equipment will be installed in
your vehicle to measure your normal driving patterns. We
are seeking individuals who:
Age 16+/CXvn vehide (payments OK, not leased)/Valid DiUc /
Allow unnoticeable datacollection system tobe installed 1 - 2
yrs; nopermanent changes tovehicle/Ableto read & complete
questionnaires
Compensation provided | Data kept confidential
If interested, call 877-495-1556 - reference Naturalistic
Driving Study.
This research is sponsored by the National Academies of Science.
For more information, please visit http://www.shrp2nds.us
gj| UNIVERSITY ofCAMBRIDGE {(*?))mw ESOL Examinations \.x-^ c
Authorised Centre 4« t»
language
c.emw
Earn the prestigious CELTA certificate in Seattle!
Teaching English to speakers of other languages can be a
highly rewarding career, offering you the chance to live and
work abroad. The CELTA certificate is recognized around the
world as a symbol of quality teaching and is a terrific way to
get started in your ESL teaching career!
Apply now! Courses start:
ft/97 ft/1 Q/19 CELTA Directorv> I 5 \JJ I 5 sJI IC. ELS Language Centers/Seattle





The incoming freshman class is simply too large. While
this class has around 925 students, it is still too big for our
university to adequately support. The fact that it is smaller
than the last freshman class is actually irrelevant. The total stu-
dentpopulation is still increasing because the incoming fresh-
man class is larger riian the number of graduating students.
This means that the strain on housing and Bon Appetit is
getting worse.
There is nothing inherently wrong about a growing student
body, but Seattle University is growing haphazardly. The num-
ber of students in the housing system continues to rise, and
projects like the Douglas simply aren't sufficient to house the
increasing on-campus population. The 250 beds provided by
the Douglas will not sufficientlyalleviate the crowdingthat has
occurred in Campion, Bellarmine and Xavier halls this past
year. The number ofstudents crammed into these halls was
simply unacceptable, and was above the expected occupancy
of the buildings.
The large incoming class also places unnecessary strain on
Seatde Us academic capabilities. As with the residence halls,
Seatde Us classroom buildings are only built to accommodate
a certain number ofclasses and students. As evidenced by the
outsourcing of classes to the Columbia building, we are fast
approaching that number. Regardless of the number of new
professors the school hires, only a certain numberofclasses can
be taught at one time. There is no way to avoid larger classes
unless the school adds classrooms. Unless the university plans
on adding a large amount ofclassroom space, the amount of
students must stay constant.
While The Spectator does not necessarily oppose Seattle
Us population growth, we urge the school to consider the
housing, catering and academic capabilities of our campus.
Memorial Day for
considering cost of war
Sales, deals, discounts and bargains have come to characterize
Memorial Day for far too many Americans. We can expect to be
warned ofMemorial Day's approach by the advertisements tiiat
appear between the business section and the sports section of the
SundayTimes, or more likely on the sidebars ofour Facebook ac-
counts: Macy's three-day sale, 15-20 percent offstorewide at Old
Navy. But these days the news itselfreflects our national preoccu-
pation with the economy. The housing market is slumpingagain,
the private sector has not gained as many jobs as we hoped, and
Greece is about to fall off the Euro map.
Our obsessive focus on the state ofour economy is punctuated
by the occasional headline from the war, but more often than not
readers will ask, "what war?" But we are still at war, something
that we were reminded of when the news of Osama bin Laden's
death reached us. Even that event, however, failed to capture our
attention for long.
When we do read about the war in Afghanistan, more of-
ten than not it is to hear about how expensive it is. Though not
many people pinefor the Bush administration —formerPresident
GeorgeW Bush once toldAmericans that they should shop out of
patriotism, in order to stimulate the economy—we seem to have
lost sight of the human cause and cost of war in the pragmatism
ofthe Obama administration.
Regardless ofour politics, our soldiers deserve our respect and
recognition, and perhaps there are better ways to honor them
than a shopping spree. Journalists can honor their sacrifice with
consistent and thorough coverage of the war;part ofthe jobofthe
journalist is not just to write what people will want to read, but
also what they ought to read and be reminded of. And civilians
can honor our soldiers by attending events like RHAs Memorial
Day celebration, or by passing by the enticing sale signs, picking
up a paper, sitting down in the nearest Stumptown or Seattle's Best
and reading whatever there is to be read about the work that is still
being done Afghanistan.
Anonymous operations lack integrity
Logan McDonald
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
Debate Team Columnist
When the 4chan image board first launched in
2003, I don't think anyone involved thought the
website would have a worldwide socio-political and
economic impact. As a message board on which us-
ers could only use the name "anonymous," this web-
site was devoted mostly to funny pictures, memes
and Japanese culture.
Eight years later, and the phrase "We are
Anonymous. We are Legion." can be found on the
front page of the New York Times' business, tech-
nologyand politics sections. This group ofanarchic
Internet hackers and their small Internet commu-
nity slowly transformed into a legitimate threat to
any organization or individual that they set their
virtual lens on.
The attacks started in 2008 when Anonymous
started "trolling" the Church ofScientology, spark-
ing thousands ofprotestors across the world to rise
up against the organization. In 2009, Anonymous
began to support people's revolutions in Iran. In
2010, the website launched a campaign against
censorship laws in Australia that would have
blocked pornography from some websites called
"OperationTitstorm."
While these online calls toaction incitedregular
acts of protest, it wasn't until 2010 that the now
dubbed "Anon" made international rumblings.
Operation Payback initiated after various compa-
nies, such as PayPal and Bank ofAmerica, started
canceling services to the website Wikileaks. In its
support of Wikileaks, Anon assisted in triggering
the government censorship in Tunisia, and with its
new attention attracted hackers who would target
theKoch Bros., Westboro Baptist Church and Bank
ofAmerica.
Are these illegal acts a valid form of political
expression? Distributed denial-of-service attacks
(DDOS) performed on these websites by Anon
caused loss of revenue but do not actually hurt any-
one and so can be labeled as a form ofnon-violent
civil disobedience. DDOS' attacks empower diose
fighting against countries that use censorship and
repression oftechnology as toolsagainst theirpeople,
but is it legitimate? Some, such as anti-censorship
protestors in Australia, claimed that the attacks
onlyhurt dieir cause, leading to a heightened level
ofsecurity and censorship. However, cost-benefit
analysis when looking at Egypt, Tunisia, Libya and
Iran tells us that even if there was a way to slow the
anonymous cyber groupdown, it maybe preventing
effective change.
Even if this is a validform ofexpression, can it be
effective? Independent cells operating online are not
known for organizational skills. On May 9, a rogue
Anon operator launched massive DDOS attacks
on die group's communication sites and released a
large number of Anon hackers IP addresses to die
Internet. Other operators also fail to meet the high
level of integrity of those fighting tyranny in the
MiddleEast and commit piracy with their hacking
skills instead.
I believe that our generations form of civil dis-
obediencewill be solely driven by the Internet as well
as the ability to use proxies to maintain freedom in
the informationwe access. In this light, Anon is an
organization that should be supported and main-
tained.However, like any movement, the fringe can
be justas dangerous and the otherside isproductive.
What started outas a place to find memes about cats
could be a powerful protector against greedycompa-
nies and corrupt governments or, ifmanipulated and
turned, the next big terrorist organization.
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Internet doesn't have to bring death of print
Jonathan Beaton
Central Florida Future
The word on the street is that print me-
dia is meeting a slow, painful death. With
major newspapers such as the New York
Times and the Washington Post laying off
hundreds of workers at various instances,
one may wonder what the future holds
for journalism.
. Many doomsayers give it a decade or
two before all of print media will be aban-
doned. Others predict that the federal
government will begin to subsidize news-
papers and magazines. Everyone in the
media seems to be panicking. Most blame
the advent of the Internet for the rapid
deterioration ofprint journalism. After all,
it does make sense that no one is going
to pay for something that they can easily
procure for free.
But I think the problem runs much
deeper than most people think. Radio
didn't kill theater and the VCR didn't kill
television. Why does every new technol-
ogy have to kill an older one in order to
survive? This has not been the case in the
past. Why should we pretend that it is go-
ing to start now?
I believe the main problem newspa-
pers and magazines face is not a result
of Facebook, Twitters and bloggers. The
problem lies with the society we live in.
Largely, Americans are a lazy and superfi-
cial people. We as a society glorify igno-
rance in its most perverse forms. Many of
us race home from work to watch Dancing
with the Stars or American Idol rather than
Why does every new
technology have to
kill an older one?
read that day's edition of the newspaper.
It's not that Americans are getting their
news online; it's that they're not getting
it anywhere. Don't believe me? As college
students we are supposed to exemplify ap-
titude and intellect in our daily lives. But
most of us would rather find out who is
fornicating and fighting with one another
on the latest episode of the Jersey Shore.
I have met many people in college that
think it's strange for me to be reading the
newspaper on a daily basis. I do not un-
derstand where this aversion to reading is
coming from. Have college students always
been like this or is it a new trend? Let's
hope it's just a passing phase.
There will always be partying and de-
bauchery in college. But to what extent
are college students taking this level of
ignorance? These are questions that the
young people of our generation need to
ask themselves.
Overall, what bothers me the most
about the decline of print is one simple
fact. Most good investigative journalism
comes from newspapers and magazines.
Without print institutions like Time, the
Wall Street Journal and the New York
Times where will transparency come from?
Who will uncover the scandals and frauds
inside of our own government? In order
for a society to be free, these checks and
balances are needed on the federal, state
and local governments. Good reporting
will rest in the fate ofprint.
Hopefully, we as students can reverse
the startling trend of ignorance that is
sweeping across our country. So occasion-
ally would it really hurt to step away from
Facebook and pick up a newspaper or
magazine? Who knows, you might actu-
ally learn something.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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Planking comes to Seattle
SIFF movie reviews
Planking, the act of photographing oneself
lying rigid, face down, in a questionable
location, has suddenly become an
international phenomenon. The recent
death of a planking Australian only
seems to have stoked theplanking fire.
Photos a groupof Seattle U students
took on a whim weeks ago were found
on Facebook by local broadcast news
station Ql3 Fox. In the extremely
dire broadcasted segment entitled
"PLANKING DANGER" newscasters warn
of the perils of planking, condemning
theact as foolhardy and life-threatening.
The segment ends with newscaster
Angela King tsk-tsking a photo of Seattle
University student Rachel Whitcomb
laying on a campus bike rack. "When
planking turns deadly," reads King in the
segment, quoting a comment from a web
thread off the photo, "no one can have
fun anymore." Thanks to King's warnings,
many on-campus falling-off-bike-rack
related deaths have been prevented.
Students respond to PlayStation acts
Lindsey Wasson| The Spectator
su-spectator.com/muitimedia
